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Fifty Years of Learning and Sharing
For ‘Bright Math Camp’ Facilitator
Having Children ‘Buy Into’ Curriculum
Proved Key to Ottawa Success
Dr. Don Allen developed a distinctive style of Mathematics
Enrichment in Montreal classes and after-school clubs from 1958, in Nova
Scotia teacher education from 1969, and, most significantly, in parentsupported summers in Ottawa—and others locales—from 1990.
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*
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For Don Allen, program developer (from the start) and long-time presenter at
Ottawa’s storied Bright Math Camps, weeks of summer involvement on the Carleton
University campus (one-week junior and intermediate sessions for 2008) mark—Don has
been surprised to realize—a fall half-century of such esoteric, and professionally
rewarding, educational activity.
Five decades ago, he now realizes, Don--somewhat fortuitously--had found
himself, on more than one occasion, “in the right place at the right time.”
Having graduated in science (1952) and teacher education (1953)—both at
McGill University (Montreal campus)—Don had become well established in the Greater
Montreal school system when that board had invited him to be one of six high school
mathematics teachers to undertake a “new math” summer on selected university
campuses in the United States. This had been the year of sputnik, the first space satellites,
and “catching up with the Soviets” had become an American priority with funding to
match—a right response to a broad area of curriculum concern (mathematics and the
physical sciences learning) … “a right response for the wrong reasons,” some educators
might have assessed!
The luck of the draw! Don had been sent to New Brunswick, New Jersey, to the
venerable Rutgers University, chartered in 1766 by King George III. Rutgers, as it
happened, combined a distinctly strong mathematics department, under Emory P. Starke,
with an education school that could attract, in summer and academic year sessions,
outstanding classroom and curriculum practitioners--in mathematics, the likes of John
Reckzeh and Ernest Ranucci. The close collaboration between subject-matter academics
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and school curriculum practitioners is something that most teacher education ventures
would aspire to, but to which few, in truth could justly lay claim.
Canadian educated thus far, Don had delighted in the approach and the people
(faculty, fellow institute participants, and graduate students) that he had found on the
New Jersey campus—the great diversity of education and related course offerings having
been combined with remarkably high standards and the opportunity to choose and follow
a valid overall program defined in terms of professional and personal development needs.
C. Winfield Scott, highly respected advanced studies director at the education
school, showed distinct interest in Don’s degree candidacy.
Successive summers on the historic Rutgers campus would culminate in a
straight-A masters degree … the thesis study, years in preparation, an unprecedented
study of Quebec mathematics teaching and Canada-wide secondary mathematics content.
You’re, quite possibly, less than familiar with two centuries of Rutgers heritage?
Think auromyecin, the early antibiotic. Or look up the very first of intercollegiate football
games. Rutgers took on nearby Princeton University, its traditional rival on the sports
field. Rutgers won.
Don’s first summer of teacher-oriented math “content” 50 years ago had been
sponsored by the (U.S.) National Science Foundation (N.S.F.). Such institutes had been
set up on American campuses coast to coast—with sufficient “places” for one U.S.
secondary math teacher in six to go back to school, many such U.S. teachers having
qualified for tuition, room and board, and related government stipends. Don budgeted to
attend regular curriculum and instruction coursework … then would turn again to N.S.F.
summer offerings, this time a bit further a field.
University of Santa Clara, California, the distinguished Jesuit campus, oldest
university in the American West, had looked favourably on Don’s N. S. F. institute, and
had welcomed him in June, 1961 … and in succeeding “content” summers, to the
university related Master of Science in the Teaching of Mathematics degree.
Don, to this day, acknowledges particular indebtedness to Gerald Alexanderson,
still on staff as Santa Clara mathematics head … who introduced him to the wholly
remarkable George Polya, the octogenarian who personified “heuristics,” the fine art of
mathematical problem solving. Polya remains accessible through his revered “problem
solving” publications. In an unforgettable class session, Santa Clara participants reveled
in Polya-style instruction—from the master himself. ”Guessing is good, ” Polya had said
at one point, inviting conjectures “Believing your guesses, that not always so good,” he
had added, as the group reached unanimity on a conclusion--an “ evident” analogy—that
the great teacher demonstrated to have been false.
Such an experience can be unforgettable, and Don recalls it even as Math Camp
participants conjecture … and seek truth.
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Choose a number that is a multiple of 6; add 1, subtract 1, and consider the pair of
numbers that results (representatively, 42, is a multiple of 6; add 1, subtract 1, and
observe 41, 43, the pair that is obtained). A mathematician several centuries ago claimed
that all such cases resulted in at least one prime number. Math camp participants are
intrigued by how readily that all-but-forgotten prime numbers conjecture can be
disproved (camp participants like their prime numbers---characterized by having exactly
two divisors---and delight in reciting the list (“2, 3, 5, 7, 11, …”).
Don retains a special affection for the San Francisco Peninsula and Northern
California … even though the spectacular Santa Clara Valley, once rightly famed for its
prize apricots, has be transformed into the Silicon Valley of today. He has been back. His
more recent memories include having shared distinctively, if improbably, flavoured icecream with his wife, Frances, in Gilroy, self-proclaimed “garlic capital of the world.”
With the Santa Clara degree in hand Don pulled out all stops on his Rutgers
masters thesis and then made plans for the doctorial residency and the course,
dissertation, and related requirements of the further degree. In leisure moments he
delighted in a huge, uncatalogued collection of 18th century and early 19th century school
math texts, locating scores of early “story problems” which may feature in his writing
and talks to this day.
As it is with dedicated teachers, what Don learned he consciously sought to share.
He advised and help build school mathematics clubs at the High School of Montreal and
Northmount High School, in the Greater Montreal area, and at Saguenay Valley High
School, Arvida, when his quest for challenge and professional growth had taken his
further afield. The Northmount Club he successfully sought to affiliate with Mu Alpha
Theta, the international school and junior college math club federation, and his group
became the organization’s first Canadian affiliate. Don maintained a close relationship
with Richard and Josephine Andree, the husband-and-wife mathematical team who had
founded the University Oklahoma based club federation.
From the 1970’s, Don, by then with Nova Scotia Teachers College, was a
frequent speaker at Mu Alpha Theta national conventions: U.C.L.A., Miami, New
Orleans, St. Louis, Seattle, Honolulu … among others. From 1980, he devoted
considerable energy to producing and editing ten years of new Mu Alpha’s Theta’s
remarkable publications, The Mathematical Log … no longer being printed, Don regrets
to say.
Don completed his Rutgers doctoral work in the 1970’s his residency year (196869) having offered hand-on experience as teaching assistant to his doctoral advisor, the
New Zealand born Ernest R.Duncan … an extraordinarily successful textbook
collaborator.
At the Nova Scotia college, where he taught mathematics and physical science
content and methodology, including such electives as combinatorics, mathematical
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astronomy, and probability and statistics, Don initiated and advised a student teacher
mathematics group which had petitioned for and obtained college-division Mu Alpha
Theta affiliation … another Canadian first.
Non-school mathematics-related experiences for younger learners Don shared as
Saturday morning Nova Scotia “extension” offering. Ideas and approaches tested in this
context would survive in Montreal, St. Lambert, and Ottawa opportunities. Don’s inservice efforts with practicing teachers extended from Truro, where the had been college
situated, to Halifax and Dartmouth and to weekend “extension” work on the Sydney-area
campus of the College of Cape Breton.
Bruce Shore, educational psychology head at the McGill University education
faculty welcomed Don as demonstration teacher … and adjunct professor … with his
faculty’s gifted/talented summer school of the 1980’s, the school itself a significant
teacher-education venture. Decades previously, Don had taught Bruce senior high
mathematics … back when Bruce, the professor, had been a keen and irrepressible boy of
15. The summer school format had been intended to demonstrate specific enrichment
“models, “ not necessarily the ones that you’d first choose for innovation in enrichment
mathematics. Over several such Montreal summers Don did work with highly interesting
students, student teachers, and faculty members—leaving in due course in response to an
offer that he felt he couldn’t refuse.
Hélène Desrosiers-Grégoire, a most remarkable Ottawa-area parent, had enrolled
her two sons in the McGill Program, and herself was playing an extraordinarily active
role as a parent volunteer. “Come to Ottawa … we’ll look after you, find facilities,
recruit parents and children, and fully support you in doing what you do best.”
Hélène, her organizing and networking skills already legendary (in Ottawa and
well beyond), had been true to her word, and successive summers saw “Bright Math
Camps,” (her term), up to seven weeks of them one year, in masterfully selected locations
that were affordable, congenial, and—above all—safe and secure … the “R.A.” (Civil
Service recreation association), the University of Ottawa campus, a splendid parochial
school, and (the most recent location) Carleton University. The encouragement and the
support of math faculty at both Ottawa universities—including the ultimate support of
sending the camps their children—had been invaluable right from the start.
The ”secret” of Don’s approach … the reason why a young person might return to
Bright Math Camps summer after summer, why families may send successions of
children, and enthusiasm seems never to run out? Participants choose content,
collaboration breaks down barriers, collective accomplishment becomes impressive … to
a far greater degree than you might think. Hélène provides the setting—an especially
significant consideration—and “recruits” participants most likely to contribute to, and
thrive on, open-ended and collective experience. For such participants, mathematics
content derives from many strands: structure and pattern, number and number operations,
probability, statistics, combinatorics, topology, … and friendly games (Nim, Sprouts,
coin flipping, card guessing, Hex) relevant to such strands.
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“Waiting in the wings” are valid ideas and materials that would make for months
of worthwhile group effort … unconsciously, each “camp” selects, “buys into,” items
and activities, to gain insight, and produce impressive overall and cumulative results.
How very different from filling in a typical worksheet, or “solving” a story
problem, where the teacher already has the unique answer or the answer is in the back of
the book! No “multiple choice” in Don’s material, but opportunity to open up, to explore,
to conjecture, and just possibly to convince others with evident proof.
Hidden agendas? Of course there are. When Don produces a multidigit number
(typically four digits, say 3, 6, 9, 2), and invites participants to see what numbers
(counting numbers) they can produce, he’s enforcing place value, nature of operations,
order of operations … for a start. The four such digits, normally, may be used in any
order, employing (as needed) conventions and operations of school mathematics …
place value; addition, subtraction, multiplication, division; parentheses, decimals and
repeating decimals, square roots, factorials and such. Youngsters grasp, perhaps for the
first time. that 23 x 4 = 98 (agreed!) … while 6 + 39 x 2 = 84, and not 90, you’d better
believe! Even without parentheses (or other bracketing) to intervene mathematics often is
to be read other than “left to right.”
A question in one 18th century schoolbook-spotted at Rutgers- asked that 34 be
represented using exactly four 3s, Don observes. His respondents have shown him
however, that 34 can be represented by as few as three 3s. Others have found that every
number through 49 (and on to 64) can be written with exactly four 3s.
Sources of Math Camp “content” possibilities and of surprisingly diverse, openended “activities” and challenges have tended to be the expected-- decades of Martin
Gardner, mathematical recreations expositor par excellence, a range of North American
journals and “problems” sections, plus some genuine surprises. As Mathematical Log
editor, Don has received and has searched and preserved “exchange” copies of quite
diverse student-oriented periodicals, including Pythagoras (from the Netherlands and
England), Mathematical Digest (University of Cape Town) and Locus (Mathematical
Association of Malawi)--mathematics, including enrichment mathematics, well
transcends national and cultural boundaries. Actual compilations of Bright Math Camp
input and responses?--such compilations indeed have been prepared, with Mathematical
Dimensions in Summer Explorations (1992) eloquent evidence of how good ideas can be
visited again and again and built upon in subsequent encounters.
Many a Math Camp activity accordingly, has knowledge to impart, insights to
provide, subtle lessons to teach … ideas that well may take on new meaning in teaching
and learning “ down the road”, Other activities are featured because youngsters thrive on
them, in a spirit of friendly camaraderie. Every camp opens with a stupendous jar of gum
balls or other such entities. How many? Estimation skills are honed, and posted figures
repeatedly verified, as the week progresses. It’s to be “winner takes all.” Data is
graphically presented, and results proved to be, perhaps predictably, skewed … such
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concepts as “hundred” are easy to say, but less than easy to visualize in unfamiliar
situations. Collaboration on four-digit representations, geodot figure collection,
polyomino explorations, and such, is one aspect of group endeavour. So to is
investigation of number conjectures (Goldbach’s, DeBouvelles’, and other classic
questions), or, as pure fun, claiming a place in the camp’s book of records by naming
consecutive primes to new heights, or (however improbably) reciting digits of pi. Some
“bright,” and some quite “universal” learning attitudes become evident in students
approaches to innovative materials that Don will share to challenge and develop math
camp participants. The “spotted bear” portrayal from his Eastern Arctic enrichment
handouts is unexpectedly revealing. Estimate how many “spots” on the bear, itself a
replication of the distinctively shaped Northwest Territories, (and now also Nunavut)
license plate outline. Then, do a systematic count to find the correct numbers and to see
how close your estimate came. No problem there. Virtually every participant would
hazard an estimate, attempt a totaling, then sit back … job done. Data then were solicited,
and student counts tabulated on the chalkboard. Still no problem. Students would see one
participant after another post a wrong answer … that is, a response different from theirs.
Bright students needn’t check work or so sense, as Don sees it. Not true, he points out,
particularly efforts sufficiently challenging to be worth taking on.
Statistical efforts represent another area where experience demonstrates that
checking and double-checking can be worthwhile … at least more checking then camp
participants seem moved to perform. One such activity, and instructive prelude to
cryptographic collaboration, calls for frequency counts of letters, each participant
reporting on a different newspaper clipping. Overall tallies, with frequencies and
percentages, do prove instructive ( the E T A O I N… high counts being most striking),
but evident intrinsic errors in data handing underline the fundamental need to check.
Recreational cryptography, ritualistic code making (enciphering) and code
breaking (deciphering), the latter often a whole-group or small-group collaboration, can
prove decidedly popular … or sometimes not. Students “put off” by such as
cryptographic solution tend to be those expecting to see the answer immediately, and side
stepping when more time and effort are required. Most non-routine mathematical
problems do call for extended effort, for stages of solution … although such problems
may not feature on many multiple-choice examinations.
Through the American Cryptogram Association, ACA, the venerable recreational
cryptography group, Don has published widely, if pseudonymously, earning coveted
“constructor” awards. The hobby group recognizes over 60 cryptographic “types,”
including all-number cryptarithms … and a number of math camp enthusiasts has sought
and obtained association membership. The ACA also records and publishes submitted
solutions, issuying appropriate certificates at intervals of 1000… Don reached the 7000
level in April 2007.
Don cites outstanding instances of camp activities leading to further successes.
Colin Hayman, now actively involved in Math Camp presentation, began as a junior
participant. Years later on the Carleton campus, his thesis study, on so-called Hailstone
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Numbers, recalled a Math Camp topic that had been popular when Colin was distinctly
young. The topic still is popular, not unexpectedly. Don used it to open the 2008
intermediate camp.
Camp activities still can and do produce surprises, even to Don after his 50
“enriching” years. The American Cryptogram Association held it annual convention in
Montreal last summer (2007). At the banquet Frances and Don were at the same table as
THE RAT (those pseudonyms!), the national president from California, and a young man
known to the code group as SIGMA 7 … a lad from the Ottawa area, Raymond
Martineau, who had developed his liking for ciphers with Don , and still solves
remarkably well, as his published “solutions” totals attest.
Thirty-nine years in the regular classroom extended through four further years
that Don recalls with particular satisfaction … teacher education years where he taught
theory and content, but backed it up with first-hand experience with the students that his
candidates might teach … on Baffin Island and in even more remote settings. His student
teachers had been Inuit (although formerly schooled in English), and their teaching of
mathematics and science might have been primarily in Inuktitut, and content and method
aspects—and linguistic skills--could have called for considerable support.
“These children can’t do this,” easily might have been, for these student teachers,
self-fulfilling prophesy. Don quickly sensed how to counter it. He befriended the Science
Insititute of the Northwest Territories and gave Math Camp influenced evening sessions
for interested children, preferably accompanied by parents. He repeatedly visited the
teacher education program in Pangnirtung, a short air-hop away. Through the Science
Institute and otherwise, he got himself to additional, more remote communities
(Taloyoak, Iglookik, where he taught full courses; also Lake Harbour, Cape Dorset,
Clyde River, Arctic Bay). The fourth year he and Frances spent in Coral Harbour, on
Southhampton Island above Hudson Bay. The youngsters may have had little use for
work sheets, but Don found they responded well to an active exploratory approach.
Working with the important Interpreter-Translator Program of what by then was
Nunavut Arctic College, Don produced, and saw published, glossaries of terms needed
for “teaching with understanding” of elementary mathematic and science—valid in
themselves, but also incorporating translations into Inuktitut (syllabic and Romanized
forms) and French.
Mathematics wonderfully does cross cultures. Don this past year reports a most
worthwhile meeting with secondary math faculty at Dubai American Academy while
looking in on grandchildren, at school in the Middle East.
Montreal again? At one point teachers and parents in the Montreal area “South
Shore” had Don attempt the Summer Math Camp formula at Champlain College, a
Quebec “CEGEP,” (community college), with endorsement of the community college
mathematics department. Class sessions had been successful, the youngsters productive
and actively learning. What conspicuously had been lacking had been Hélène’s unique
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aptitude for networking with parents and school personnel, and the ever-essential onscene support of parent and community volunteers.
A 40-year member of the Mathematical Association of America, Don is a life
member of the (U.S.) National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and of the School
Science and Mathematics Association. He has been a fellow, former national council
member, and frequent contributor for Canadian College of Teachers publications.
Can there be a future for an approach such as Don’s for introducing and extending
school mathematics? Don likes to think so, although he recognizes the difficulties.
Teachers teach from text books that publishers and school boards provide and that
markets support. Often they teach to external testing and to specific and utilitarian
expectations. Teachers could do more, given the time and the sense of priority, Don is
convinced … but it is essential that they sense the breadth and diversity of mathematics
learning and of mathematics enrichment as it really might be done.
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Published references in which Don has developed or recorded concepts,
approaches and specific topics for such mathematics enrichment – a two week camp from
1992 – and for desirable technology and related vocabulary – the Inuktitut glossariesinclude the following, all or some of which should prove accessible to the interested
reader.
1. “ Nineteenth Century Canadian School Mathematics, ” McGill Journal of
Education, IV, 1 (Spring 1969), pp.96-105.
2. “ Extracurricular Mathematics: Incentive for the Gifted,” selected
presentation, World Council for Gifted and Talented Children. In Face to
Face with Giftedness. New York: Trillium Press, 1983, pp.448-459.
3. “ Mathematics Dimensions in Summer Exploration , ” Association for
Bright Children (Ottawa Chapter) Bright Summer Camp, July 6-17, 1992.
Commentary with selected senior achievements. pp12.
4. School Mathematics Glossary (English/Inuktitut/French), 1997 ed. Iqaluit:
Nunavut Artic College, pp xi + 102
5. “ Mathematical Pathways You’ll Want to Explore,” National Aboriginal
Career Symposium, Ottawa, 23-24 October 2001, Mathematical Log, 46:1
(February 2002), pp 1-2.
6. “ School Math Stretches to New Horizons on Exotic Bus-Driver Holiday, (
Dubai interaction)”, Canadian College of Teachers Newsletter, 50:3
(March 2008) pp4-10.

